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= £“ ！ /M - C,sH{P,) + {H{P,))2 + C 3 � ] + o(s 2) 
其中和 > 0都是常數，所是邊界的純量曲率函數。但是在二維空間中， 
純量曲率總是零，因而以上的展開便不足以判定具相同平均曲率時尖峰的位置。 
本文所硏究的就是二維的情況，並假設。不失一般性地，我們假設P 
點附近的邊界可以用kz = P；^ 的圖像來表示，從而得到以下的展開： 
其中//(尸J 二/是點尸e上的曲率，尸⑴=」,/ +為 / 2 +為是一個多項式， 
C,，C2，C3，"^1,為和為都是常數°特別地’有�3 <0 °同時附上這個展開式的相關 
應用。 
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Abstract 
Of concern is the following singularly perturbed semilinear elliptic problem 
e^Au -u-i-uP = Omn 
< 
u > 0 in Q and = 0 on OQ, 
where Q is a bounded domain in R ^ with smooth boundary dQ, e > 0 is a small 
constant and 1 < p < Associated with the above problem is the energy 
functional Jg defined by 
Mu] ：二 L (•丨 2 + ^u' - F(U)) dx 
for u 6 where F{u) = £ s^ds. Ni and Takagi ([28], [29]) proved that for 
a single boundary spike solution u � t h e following asymptotic expansion holds: 
where I[w] is the energy of the ground state, ci > 0 is a generic constant, P^ is 
the unique local maximum point of Ue and H(P^) is the boundary mean curvature 
function at P^ G dQ. Later, Wei and Winter ([42], [43]) improved the result and 
obtained a higher-order expansion of Je['“e]: 
(2) Mu,] = i / M - ceHiP,) + + c.sR{P,)] + 0(6^), 
where C2 and C3 > 0 are generic constants and R{Pe) is the scalar curvature at 
Pe. However, if iV = 2, the scalar curvature is always zero. The expansion (2) is 
no longer sufficient to distinguish spike locations with same mean curvature. 
In this thesis, we consider this case and assume that 2 < p < +00. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that the boundary near P ^ dO. is represented 
by the graph {x2 = pp{xi)}. Then we have the following higher order expansion 
of Je[ue]: 
( 3 ) = i / H - c,eH(P,) + + e'lP{H(P,)) + c,S{P,)] + oie')， 
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where H{P^) = (0) is the curvature, P ( t ) = 如 + 知 2 + 如 3 jg & polynomial, 
ci, C2, C3 and Ai, are generic real constants and S{Pe) = pp^iO). In 
particular C3 < 0. Some applications of this expansion are given. 
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We consider the following singularly perturbed semilinear elliptic problem 
e^Au - hu + f{u) = 0 ill Q 
(1.1) 
u> 0 in Q and - 0 on dQ, 
where Q is a bounded domain in R � with smooth boundary dQ, e > 0 is a small 
constant, A ^ + ... + denotes the Laplace operator in R^, z/ stands for 
the unit outer normal to dQ and 悬 for the normal derivative, 6 > 0 is a positive 
constant and f(t) is a function in C^'^'^(R) such that f(0) = /(O) = 0. Typical 
examples of the function -Im + f(u) are 
—bu + f{u) = with u+ = max(0, u), 6 = 1 , (1.2) 
—bu + f{u) = u{u — a)(l — u) with 0 < a < b == a, (1.3) 
jLi 
where 
/iV + 2 � / i V + 2 \ 
\ < V < — ~ - = — ~ - when N > 3 ] = +oo when TV = 1’2 . (1.4) 
- 2 / ^ \ N - 2 J 
Equation (1.1) with (1.2) or (1.3) arises in many branches of the applied 
sciences. For example, it can be viewed as a steady-state equation for the shadow 
5 
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system of the Gierer-Meinhardt system in biological pattern formation ([16], [33], 
[39]) or of parabolic equations in chemotaxis, population dynamics and phase 
transitions ([5], [6],[27], [31]). 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that b = 1. 
Associated with (1.1) is the energy functional J^  defined by 
J.M := f^ (引•以|2 + - F � )d x for u G (1.5) 
where F{u) = f^ f{s)ds. It is well-known that any solution of (1.1) is a critical 
point of Je and vice versa. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to families of 
solutions {we}o<e<eo of ( l . l ) with finite energy, i.e. 
e -^Jek] < +00 for 0 < € < e� . （1.6) 
It can be proved that for e sufficiently small, any family of solutions of (1.1) 
satisfying (1.6) can have at most a finite number of local maximum points (see 
[28]). Let the local maximum points he { P ^ , P f ^ } C Q. I fP/ G d f l j = 
we call Uf a /(—boundary spike solution. If K = 1, we call u^  a single boundary 
spike solution. 
In the pioneering papers [27], [28j arid [29]’ Lin, Ni and Takagi established 
the existence of least-energy solutions and showed that for e sufficiently small the 
least-energy solution is a single boundary spike solution and has only one local 
maximum point Pe with P^ G dVt. Moreover, H{P^) maxp^ j^^  H{P) as e ^ 0, 
where H{P) is the mean curvature of dfl at P. 
Since then many works have been devoted to finding solutions with multiple 
spikes for the Neumann problem as well as the Dirichlet problem. See [1], [2], 
[3], [41’ [5], [6], [7], [9j, [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [18], [20], [21], [22], [23], 
[25], [26], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [35], [36], [40], [41], and the references therein. 
Recent surveys can be found in [33], [39 . 
A common tool for proving the existence of spike solutions is the energy 
expansion: In [28] and [29], Ni and Takagi proved, among others, that for a single 
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boundary spike solution u^  the following asymptotic expansion for Je[iie] holds 
Je[ue] = hlw]-c,eH{P,)-^o{e)， （1.7) 
where Ci > 0 is a generic constant, P^  is the unique local maximum point of u亡, 
H{P^) is the mean curvature function at P^  G w is the unique solution of the 
following ground-state problem: 
Au; - w + f{w) = 0, -u; > 0 in R ^ 
< (1.8) 
w ( 0 ) = maxw{y), l i m w{y) = 0 � yeRN +00 
and I[w\ is the ground-state energy 
I[w] = 1 1 \Vw\'dy + i [ wHy - f F{w)dy. ( 1 . 9 ) 
2 Jrn Z J^n Jrn 
(Note that Ni and Takagi proved (1.7) for least-energy solutions. But it is easy 
to see that it also holds for any single boundary spike solution.) 
Based on (1.7), Ni and Takagi showed that the least energy solution must 
concentrate at a maximum point of the mean curvature function. However, if 
H(P) has more than one maximum point on dQ, the asymptotic expansion (1.7) 
is no longer sufficient to derive the spike location. In the light of this, Wei and 
Winter ([42], [43]) obtained a higher-order expansion of J^  [u ]^: 
JeM = e'' \l[w] - c,eH{P,) + e'[c2{H{P,)f + c.,R{P,)] + o{e')， (1.10) 
where C2, C3 are generic constants and R{Pe) is the scalar curvature at P^ G dQ. 
In particular C3 > 0. Based on this expansion, they showed that a least energy 
solution concentrates at a minimum point of the scalar curvature function among 
all maximum points of the mean curvature. 
However, in the two-dimensional case, the scalar curvature is always zero. 
Thus the expansion (1.10) is no longer sufficient to locate the spike if there are 
several maximum points of the mean curvature and the next order term in (1.10) 
becomes important. This is exactly the motivation of this thesis. 
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Before stating our main results, we introduce some notations. 
First, we give some conditions on the function f{t): 
(fl) f e C2(R), /(O) = 0’ /'(O) = 0 and f{t) = 0 for i < 0. 
(f2) The problem (1.8) in the whole space has a unique solution w, which is 
nondegenerate, i.e. 
Kernel(A - 1 + f{w)) = span (1.11) 
By the well-known result of Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg, [17j, w is radially sym-
metric: w{y) = w(\y\) and strictly decreasing: w'{r) < 0 for r � 0 , r = \y\. 
Moreover, we have the following asymptotic behavior of w: 
w(r) = Aor-h-"- f l + 0 ( - ) ) , (1.12) 
V T ) 
w'{r) = - A o r - h - ' f 1 + (1.13) 
V T ) 
as r —» oo, where /Iq > 0 is generic constant. 
The uniqueness of w is proved in [24] for the case f{u) = vP. For a general 
nonlinearity, see [8]. For f{u) defined by (1.3), the uniqueness of the entire 
solution was proved by Peletier and Serrin [34]. 
Ill what follows, we always assume that f(t) satisfies (fl) and (f2). 
Remark: We have required f(u) to be We believe that this is just a technical 
condition. This condition can be further weakened to / G where (J > 
Next, we introduce boundary deformations. 
Let n C R^ be a bounded domain with smooth boundary. (We need DO. € 
C^.) For any boundary point P = (Pi，尸2)，we define a diffeomorpliisin straight-
ening the boundary in a neighborhood of it. After rotation and translation of the 
coordinate system, we may assume the inward normal to dVt at P points in the 
direction of positive a;2-axis and that P is the origin. 
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We denote that 
B'{S) = { - 6 , 6 ) , 5)=={x = G R^ ： - 尸 丨 < c^}, 
(1.14) 
f^ i 二 n n 6), 0；1 = n B(P, 5). 
Since dQ G C^, we can find a positive constant S such that dQ A 
can be represented by the graph of a smooth function pp : (—(5,5) —> R with 
PP(0) = /9'p(0) = 0 and 
= {0^ 1，工2) e B(P, 6) : X 2 - P 2 > pp{xi - Pi)} . (1.15) 
Prom now on, we fix a boundary point P and simply denote pp by p if this 
can be done without causing confusion. From Taylor expansion, we have 
P(工 = J/(0)(工 1 — 尸 + 去 �( O ) ( : r i - P i ) 4 + O ( | : r | 5 ) . 
(1.16) -
Here, H{P) = is the mean curvatures at P. We define 
= (1.17) 
Throughout this paper, we use the following notation: 
y = (yuy2) € R2, r2+ 二 ^ R^ ： 2/2 > 0}. (1.18) 
Now, we can state the main theorem of this paper. 
Theorem 1.1. Let be a single boundary spike solution of (1.1) with local 
maximum point P^ G Assume that N = 2 and that f satisfies (fl) and (f2). 
Then, for e sufficiently small, we ha/ue 
J.K] = i / H - c,eH{P,) + + + C35(P,)] + , 
(1.19) 
where 
P(H(P.)) = AH(P,) + A2(H(P,)f + As(H(P,))', 
ci, C2, C's and Ai, A2,A^ are generic constants to be defined later. Moreover, we 
have Ci > 0 and c-s < 0 . 
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As in [43], we can also obtain a similar asymptotic expansion for multiple 
boundary spike solutions. 
Theorem 1.2. Let u^ be a K-boundary spike solution of (1.1) with local maximum 
point 6 dVt. Let P； P^ e dQ. Suppose that Ff * P^ for i + j. 
Assume that N = 2 and that f satisfies (fl) and (f2). Then, for e sufficiently 
small, we have 
= | / M - C i e f > ( / 5 ) + C 2 e 2 ; f > ( / ^ ” ) 2 + e 3 f y ( 丑 明 ” 1+0(6” • 
- j=i i=i j=i _ 
(1.20) 
Prom Theorem 1.1，we can give a refinement of the results of [28] and [29] in 
the case of N = 2. To this end, we assume that f satisfies (fl) and 
(f3) For t > 0 , f admits the following decomposition in C^(R): 
m = Mt) - Mt), (1.21) 
where (i) fi(t) $ 0 and / s � > 0 with /i(0) = /{(O) = 0’ whence it follows that 
/2(0) = /^(O) = 0 by (fl); and (ii) there is a ^ > 1 such that ^ ^ is iiondecreasing 
in t > 0, whereas ^ ^ is nonincreasing in t > 0, and in case q = 1, we require 
further that the above monotonicity condition for ^ ^ is strict. 
(f4) / � =0 ( t P ) as t 4 +00, where 2<p<oo 
(f5) There exists a constant 9 G (0, such that F{t) < etf(t) for t > 0. 
By taking a function e{x)三 k for some constant in Q, and choosing k large 
enough, we have J^[e] < 0 for all e G (0, l).Then for each e G (0,1), we can define 
the so-called mountain-pass value: 
Ce = inf max Je["�]， (1.22) kero<t<i L … \ ) 
where F = {h : [0’ 1] H^{n)\h(t) is continuous, /i(0) = 0,/i(l) = e}. 
In [28] and [29], it is proved that there exists a mountain-pass solution u^  
which is also a least energy solution. Moreover, as e — 0，u^  develops a spike 
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layer behavior near a maximum point of the mean curvature function. Now we 
have 
Corollary 1.1. Suppose that N = 2 and f{u) satisfies (fl), (fS), (f4) and (f5). 
Let u芒 be a least energy solution of (1.1) and let P^ be the unique maximum point 
of Ue Then, for e sufficiently small, we have 
H{P,) max H{P), S{P,) ^ max S(Q) (1.23) 
Pedn Qean,//(Q)=niax//(F) \ z \ ‘ 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is divided into three steps: 
Step 1: We choose a good approximate function, concentrating at a boundary 
point P and called w^^p^ such that 
e2A'屯’尸-也,尸 + n < p ) = 0(e2). (1.24) 
This is done in Section 3. 
Step 2: Our key observation is that in order to obtain the term of order e^^^ 
in the asymptotic expansion of Je[� ] , we need not expand u^  up to the order 
O(e^). Ill fact, it is enough to have 
u, = + 0 ( O (1.25) 
for some r > We do not even need to know the term of order e^  in the 
asymptotic expansion of u .^ Prom (1.25) we derive that 
JeKI = (1.26) 
This is proved in Section 6. 
Step 3: It then remains to compute the energy of w^ p^. A higher-order energy 
expansion is derived in Section 4 and in Section 5 it is shown that Ci < 0 and 
C3 < 0. 
Finally, the proofs of Theorem 1.1, Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.1 are con-
tained in Section 7. 
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In three appendices, the technical proofs of Proposition 2.1，Proposition 3.1, 
and Lemma 4.1 are provided. 




In this chapter, we introduce some preliminary analysis. 
For X 6 dVt, let u(x) denote the unit outward normal at x and 悬 the normal 
derivative. In our coordinate system, for x e Ui, we have 
" � =- j = J = { p ' { x , ) , - l ) (2.1) 
^ 1 ^ 己 
^ = + 綱 产 1 ) ‘ — ‘） ” - P 2 = * i - P i ) (2.2) 
For a; G r^i, we set 
m =工1 - Pi, m = X2-P2- p{xi - Pi). (2.3) 
We denote the corresponding transformation by T � i . e . 
Te,i{xuX2) = ^Xi, Te,2(a;i,a;2) = ^[X2- P2- p(xi - Pi)]. (2.4) 
Then, y = where the Jacobian of T^  is 去 . I t s inverse is called x = 
It then holds that 
Xi = Pi+ eyi, X2 = P2 + q/2 + pim)- (2.5) 
13 
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Under the transformation ^^^ can be expanded 
( 1 ^ ) 2 二 的2 + (印2 + (2.6) 
=M2 + ep"(^)yly, + e ' [ \ p " ' + \{p"m'yt] 
+亡 ⑷(0>办2 + \p"W'm] + O(e^ e-I^ l). 
It is easy to see that for x € r^ i 
么 = A . + 丨 制 - 彻 4 — (2.7) 
and for x £ 
+綱)2|; = - (1 + A ] . (2.8) 
Let 
== [y e B ? e n ) (2.9) 
and let w^ p^ be the unique solution of the following problem 
一 + f(w{y)) = 0 in Q.^p, 
\ \ 丄 u) 
J ^ O on on,,p. 
Set = — Then K,p{x) satisfies the following equa-
tion 
- 7； = 0 in Q, 
(2.11) 
Note that by (2.7) 
A J - h = Ayh + I 外 苗 - - … � � ‘ - h . (2.12) 
We need to analyze the behavior of h � p up to To this end, we have to 
introduce five functions t*i，t*2’"^ 3^’t*4 and v :^ Vi is the unique solution of 
‘ 
A?；! - ?；! = 0 in R+ 
(2.13) 
、 乾 y w " ? on O K I . 
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V2 is the unique solution of 
广 — " � W i S = 0 in R i (2 14) 
on dRl . 
V's is the unique solution of 
A?;3 - 0 in R2 
< (2.15) 
= 一 o n aRi, 
V4 is the unique solution of 
< 八”4 — 询 - - + (/(0))2?力2 錄 = 0 in R2+ 
‘ i s = " ^ y i d i p ' m r - �( o ) ) + - ^ e ( 言 ) ' o n 犯 2 + ， 
(2.16) 
and V5 is the unique solution of 
< A诉 /(O)l^ - 一 厂 ( 0 ) [ 奶 + = 0 in R^ 
i S = A 0 ) ^ g t + / ( 0 ) " i g f � n a R 2 + . 
(2.17) 
Note that Vi,V2 and V4 are even functions in yi and v-s.v^  are odd functions in 
yi, (i.e. Vi{yi,y2) = 2/2)). 
Moreover, it is easy to see that \v2\, l^ s^l，1^ 41, W < Ce""!^ /! for some posi-
tive constant a. 
Let x(^) be a smooth cut-off function such that = I ioi x e B (O, and 
X(X) = 0 for a: outside J5(0,6). We set 
[vA(y)x{x -P)+ — P)] + 
where y = T^{x) is given by (2.5). 
Then, we have the following asymptotic expansion 
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Proposition 2.1. For e sufficiently small, 
JN 
The proof of Proposition 2.1 is technical. We present it in Appendix A. 
Chapter 3 
Approximate Function ilj^ p 
In this chapter, we introduce the important approximate function w^^ p. 
We begin with the study of the properties of the following linear operator 
Lo ：= A - 1 + f(w)：丑 2(r2) h 約 r2 ) 
By our assumption (f2), 
“ 1 / r � f dw dw 1 , � Keriiel(Lo) = span ^ >. (3.1) 
If we restrict Lq to 
H U n ) = H ' { R l ) n { 鑑 = 0 on d R l } (3.2) 
then we have 
Kerriel(Lo) D HUrD = span (3.3) 
Since Vi{y) is even in yi, there exists a unique solution to 
A$o - $0 + f'{w)^o - f ' H v i = 0 in R2, 
< (3.4) 
箫 = = 0 on ^R^, is even in ？/i. 
We call this solution In [43], Wei and Winter modified to a new 
function 少e’/> which satisfies the Neumann boundary condition. To this end, they 
17 
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introduced a function which is the solution of 
- (t>e,p = 0 in n, 
(3.5) 
脉’P _ d{^o{T,{x))x{x-P)) piQ 
� — ^ uu …^ 
and set 
= MTe(x))x{x - P ) - c^p. (3.6) 
It is easy to see that satisfies the Neumann boundary condition, = 
少o(y) + 0(ee一"I叫 and |$6’/>(了�1(2/))1 < Ce—…？乂I for some a > 0. Then they intro-
duced the approximating function 
二 + e少E,尸 
and show that w^ p^ solves the problem up to the order 0(e i+� ) . 
In our problem, we need to expand up to the order 0(e^). To this end, 
we introduce a new function which is the solution of 
f 
- $ 1 = 0 in R2 
(3.7) 
、 徵 = - P � W m徵 on dRl 
and set 
工、 = e < ^ , { T , { x ) ) x { x - P ) + 表，尸⑷. (3.8) 
It is easy to see that is even in yi and < …奴I for some 
constant a > 0. Then, similar to the proof of Proposition 2.1 in Section 2，we 
have the following asymptotic expansion, whose proof will be given in Appendix 
B. 
Proposition 3.1. For e sufficiently small, 
= + - P ) - - P ) - �p , (3.9) 
where 
e-' < C (3.10) 
\kpiTr\y))\ < Ce -咖 (3.11) 
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for some constant a> 0. 
The following lemma was proved in [43]. For the sake of completeness, we 
include the proof here. 
Lemma 3.1. Let 
Se [私,i^ ] ：二 — <b�p + /(w)e,p), (3.12) 
Then, for e sufficiently small, we have 
也 ， • 丨 （3.13) 
for some positive constant a. 
Proof: Recall that 
i Z ) e ’ p � = + - P ) - - P) -
=w.^pix) + 
We expand S^ [也’户]： 
+ + - f{w,,p) - - S-i + 52 + 53, 
where 81,82 and 5*3 are defined by the last equality. 
Using (2.10), we get 
+ = / K P ) - + e - + 
=/Kp) - fiw{—)) + ev,xf'(w(^)) € € 
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Note that 
=e'A^o - $0 + - X 
+ { / 'K p ) - f(w{^))}%x 一 f'M<^e’p + 尽(X) 
I ” o 'f 、炉中0 〃, .d^o' 
+ { / ' K p ) - f'iwi^m^ox - n叨 e ^ p + m ) . 
Tims, by Proposition 2.1, we get that + = Qn the other hand, 
it follows by the mean-value theorem that 
\fia + b)-f{a)-f'(a)b\<C\a\\b\' (3.14) 
for any a, b such that |6| < 2\a\ < C. Thus, 
This proves the lemma. • 
Chapter 4 
The Computation Of Je[^ e,P 
In this chapter, we compute the energy of the approximating function w^^ p. In 
Chapter 6，we will show that w^ ^^p contributes the energy expansion up to the 
order 
Note that 
= w ( ’ p + e$o 一 -
where $0，巾 1 and 0 are defined by the last equality. Hence 
^cK.p] = + e$o - — 
= M w , , p ] + e / [ e 2 • 叫 ’ + - ^of(w,,p)]dx 
JQ 
J r2 
-e^ / [e^VioVJi + $o$i _ ioiif{w,^p)]dx 
Jn 
- j J j o f M d x 
21 
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- f Fi<p) - 一 (e$o - e% -
Jn 
- - dx 
=</eK,p] Jl + J2 - Js - J4 - J5 - Je - J7 
where Ji,..., J7 are defined at the last equality. 
We estimate J7 first. Since 
+-(e$�- - + — e% - + O(e'), 
the last integral J7 is of the order 
Next we estimate Ji. Since w^ p^ satisfies the equation (2.10), we get that 
Jje^Vw.^pVio + - iof(we,p)]dx 
=f [/—(¥)) -
= f )) + …2 + v,)xr(w(—)) — 
JQ e e z e 
糾） 
JRI JkI 2 \y\ 
+ / —vff"(w)少ody 
JrI 2 7R2 
= 办 + e料 2 , [ 广 ⑷ 仍 — ; 广 华 , 少 。 办 
JrI JRl 2 2 \y\ 
+0(e"+3)， 
where we have used the following facts: w^ p^ = 
and vz is odd in yi. 
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Similarly for J3, J4 and J5, we can get 
[ - = e料 1 / /'(—一1 办+ 0(e斤+2)， 
JRI 
+ = 斤+1)， 
Jn JRI 
For J2, we have 
Jn 
= f [e2|V$�j2 + |$o|2 - |$�|2/ ' (—d))]血— f [/'(叫’p) - d))]|$�|2办 
Jn e e 
(Here, we have used the fact that 徵 = 0 on 5R+.) 
Combining the estimates for Ji,..., J7 together, we conclude 
-^ e ['«>€,P] 
= + e$o - -
= J e K p ] + [ f(w)v森dy 
L [/'M仍$�— \r{w)vl^o + - l^lf"{w)]dy 
爷 咖 - 华 一 丨 办 
+0(e 紹 ) . （4.1) 
It remains to compute J^  [i^ e.p] up to the order 0(€�+3). 
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The computation of Je [切e’p] is quite long. We begin with 
= � + •义 wlpdx —义 F{w,,p)dx 
= ^ J^ f{w)w,^pdx - j F{We,p)dx 
=臺乂 - €ViX - e^{v2 + - …4 + v^)x)dx 
- F { w - evix — + 仍)X - + vMd'-^ + 
JQ 
=义 — F{w)dx —臺义 f(w)vixdx f{w)v2Xdx J 以 doc 
+ f [F{w) - F(w — a;ix - …2 + V3)x - …4 + + 射 
We see that 
F[w - evix - e^(v2 + — + 
=F(w) - f{w){evix + e^(v2 + Vs)x + + 
(e't^ iX + + v;)x + e^{v4 + 诉)X)2 
-^f"(w){evix + + 巧 k + + + o(e^ ). 
Therefore, 
/ F(w) — F{w - eviX - e2…2 + 仍)X _ + 
Ja 
= / f(w){evi + e2(v2 + vs) + + V5))xdx 
Jo. 
—义 I f M i e y + 一 2 + ViV3))x'dx + 义 ^r(w)e'vfx'dx + 0(6"+” 
= e I f(w)vixdx + e^ I fiw)v2X - IfHvlx^dx 
JQ Jn 2 
+e3 [ f{w)v,x - nw)v,v2x' + h"{w)vlx'dx + 
Jn 6 
Here we have used the facts that Vs and v^ are odd in yi and hence f{w)v^dy = 
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/r2 f{w)v^dy = 0. Thus, 
JtV^cA = J^ ^f{w)w - F{w)dx + I ^ f(w)vixdx + ^ j f{w)v2X -
L - fHv,V2x' + \f"{w)vfxdx + 況+3) 
From now on, we omit the factor x in the integrals for simplicity. 
Let 
li’i = J^ - F{w)dx 
ha = IJ fM^idx 
,2 rf \ 
h:3 = / fiw)v2 - f'(w)v1 dx 
2九乂 y 
We compute these terms up to the order We state the following 
useful lemma, whose proof is delayed to Appendix C. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that A{\y\) is a radially symmetric function such that 
I列"1)1 + l>i�(M)l + K'(M)I + < cv^i 
for some a > 0. Then, for e sufficiently small, we have 
e [2 \y\ J 
[ • ( , - 》 酬 ] 
+一 [ I f � +l m p ' ' ' m ) 
+一 [ 去 — + + 0 ( e 4 e - , (4.2) 
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and 
[ A i ^ ) d x = eN f A(y)dy - “ " + V ' ( 0 ) [ A(y)yldy, (4.3) 
/ [P�(oMfe)y? + 列州|奶|5]办1 + o(e�+4). 
Prom Lemma 4.1, we obtain 
� 1 = - F{w)]dy - Jj^l^fH - F(wMdy^ 
fN+3 r 1 fN+3 r 
� ( 0 ) - FH]ytdy, - — ( / ( O ) ) ^ JJwf'(w) - f{w)]w'\y,\'dy,. 
This finishes the computation for /i’i. 
For /i’2, we need to expand f^f(w)vidx up to the order 0(€況+2). Using 
Lemma 4.1 again, we have 
/ f{w)v,dy = / )一 + e斤+V"(0) / 
which implies 
= ^jj{w)vidy 
JkI 2 7R2 4|2/| 
� �2 f f'{w)w' 4 , 
+ / / ' ( . y (十〃 - f (广+4). 
Next we compute /i’3. Observe that 
f i w i ^ ) ) = f{w{\y\)) + + O(e^). 
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Hence, 
/ f{w)v2dx — f f{w)vjdx = eN [ [f{w)v2 — f'{w)vl]dy 
Jn Jn 7R2 
+ , " ( 0 ) U 1 帶 " “ - 赞 如 胁 + 外 ， . 
Thus, 
e 錯 f 
h,3 = — J 2 [fWv2 - f'{yjy^]dy 
Finally we estimate /i’4: 
/i’4 = f [lf(w)v, - f{w)v,v2 + h"{w)vl]dy + 0(e 射 4). (4.4) 7R2 2 6 
Combining the estimates for /i’i，/i’2，/i’3 and /i，4，we conclude that 
Jek,p] = + B 严 1 + 运 e糾2 + + o(e"+4)， 
where 
= [ b { w ) v r d y - > ' ( 0 ) f [ ^ / M - f { w M d y , 
Jul 2 2 7c)R2 2 
% = J J^^ [f(w)v, - f'{w)v'My + P"(0) 
% = f [y{w)v, - f'{w)vm + lf"{w)vl]dy 
JRI 2 0 
+ 晰 { 4 藏 咖 办 + 4 -
一知〃'(0) J j 尋 ) — f M W M ' d y i 
Recalling (4.1), we conclude that 
Jelwe,p] = • / [ H Z + BieN+1 + B 严 + B 严 + 0(,+4)’ 
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where 
^ 2 = 1 lf'{w)vi^Qdy + B2 
JkI 2 
召3 二 J^^ lf(w)v2^o - If'iwy.^o + - l^lnw)]dy 
f f"{w)w' 2 . 〃 仙 抛 0 抛。 p " { 0 ) f"(w)w' 2 121 j , ^ 
Since we are interested in the contributions of p� (0 )€"+3 ’ we only consider 
those coefficients of involving p � ( 0 ) . It turns out that we only have to 
study the terms /j^ a f{w)v4 and —去 - F(w)yfdyi. Note that 
I f{w)v4dy = - f {Aw - w)v4dy = - [ w^ 
Jn-l JKI JdRl oy2 
= - 4 " � ( • ( , _ - • , ( � ) ) +" ' ( % i � i . 
Hence, we conclude that the coefficient of � ( 0 ) is 
已‘3 二 臺 义 办 1 - — " "制 - F M ) y t d y i (4.5) 
= - 义 [ 3 帶 + ‘ 
Furthermore, we can also simplify the coefficient -Ci of in the same 
way and we get 
= UJ端-"^八“")+ 2 巧 明 办 1. (4.6) 
Prom the Lemma 3.2 in [43], we know that D2 can be simplified as follows: 
B2 = [ 屯 = c , { H { p ) r , (4.7) 
8 Janl 办 2 
where C2 is defined by the last equality and 屯 is the unique solution of the 
following problem: 
+ = 0 in R2, 
(4.8) 
�dy2-丨 j/丨 OnC7±l+. 
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Finally, due to integration by parts, the coefficient of can be written as 
+ + As(p"m' + �(0)， 
where Ai，A2 and A-s are generic constants. 
In summary, we have derived the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. Let P e dQ and be defined in (3.9). Then, for e suffi-
ciently small, we have 
[也,P] = -Cie丑(/^e)+C2e2(//(f>J)2+e3[_P(i^(i^J) + C3«S(Pe)j+0(e3)}， 
(4.9) 
where 
Ci is defined by (4-6), C2 is defined by (4-V> is defined by (4.5), and Ai, A2,A3 
are generic constants. 
Chapter 5 
The Signs of ci And C3 
III this chapter, we study the constants Ci and C3. Even though we can not 
compute them explicitly, we can determine their sign. 
Before determining the sign of Ci and C3, we state some use lammas, whose 
proofs can be found in [28]. However, for the sake of completeness, we include 
them here. 
Lemma 5.1. Let a be a positive constant defined in the following way: 
^ = l I ('^'(\y\)fy2dy 
^ Ml 
then, 
f (^fy2dy = a (5.1) 
hi oyi 
/ i ^ ? y 2 d y = 2a (5.2) 
I + -2F{w)}y2dy = 4a (5.3) 
jRl 
Proof. We begin with the verification of (5.1) and (5.2). We introduce the polar 
coordinates: 
‘ 
Vi = r sin 9 
< (5.4) 
y2 = r cos 9 
30 
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Note that R .^ = {(r, 0)|r |} and that dy = rdOdr. After elementary 
computations one obtains 
Similar computations give 
f iw'fy2dy = '(r))Vdr 
7312 JQ 
Comparing these expressions, one finds 
LM)、如=U、•料 
To obtain (5.3), we multiply both sides of the following equation: 
Aw — w f{w) = 0 
by y2§^ and then integrate it over 
U - k +L 勵每，=• 
We compute the above three integrals /(i)，/(2) and /(3) separately: 
=义2 I • ' �f e ‘ 2 ‘ 2 / 2 ( 昏 、 
On the other hand, again using the exponential decay of w, we obtain: 
1(2) = f Ivl^dy = - f 
JRl 2 oy2 
and 
A3) == [ yl^^^dy = - [ 2F{w)y2dy 
JRl oy2 
Therefore, we obtain (5.3) by virtue of (5.2). • 
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Now, we begin with Ci. Since w is radially symmetric, we have 
1 f WW' 
二 - J J^ - wf{w) + 2F(wMdyi 
1 
= - - J [{w'f + w ^ - 2 F { w ) y d r 
= - - / / [{w'f 2 F ( w ) y cos edOdr 
4 JQ JO 
= ~ f [{wr + w'-2Fiw)]y2dy 
4 JrI 
By Lemma 5.1, we see 
ci = f (w'{\y\)fy^dy < 0 (5.5) 
d JRl 
The sign of C3 is more difficult to determine. However, the idea is basically the 
same. By (4.5), we have 
r°° linn' 
96c3 = 2 / [3 w f ( w ) + 2 F ( w ) y d r 
• Jo T 
= 2 / [3——+ w(w" + —w' -w) + 2F(w)ydr 
Jo r r 
poo poo 
=2 lww"r'^ + 4ww'r^]dr - / [w'^ - 2F{w)ydr 
Jo Jo 
二 - 2 厂[('u/)2 ^w^- 2F{w)ydr 
Jo 
= - f / 2 ')2 + 2 F ( w ) y cos OdOdr 
Jo J - I 
M 
Now we state the following lemma 
Lemma 5.2. Let w be the ground state solution of 
+ f{w) = 0 m . (5.6) 
Then we have 
JKI 7 R 2 oy2 7 R 2 oyi (hj2 
(5.7) 
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Let us first assume that Lemma 5.2 holds. We then have 
Lemma 5.3. We have C3 < 0. 
Proof: Prom Lemma 5.2, we have 
二 2 ( £ ) � 2 | * + £ 产 瓷 (5.S) 
Since w is radially symmetric and w{r) < 0, it is easy to see that both terms 
on the right hand side of (5.8) are positive. Hence C3 < 0. • 
We are now ready to prove Lemma 5.2. 
Proof: We first multiply both sides of (5.6) by and then integrate over 
R2： 
二 ( 丨 “ 〜 2 2 £ ) 八 — - 4 命 " + 4 八 办 = 。 • （ 5 . 9 ) 
We compute the three integrals of the left-hand side of (5.9) separately: 
f {\y\V2^)Awdy 
7R2 oy2 
= - f 
JkI oy2 
= - / [ (Vw • VylM'^^dy - f {Vw • V\y\')yl^)dy 
j R l oy2 Jr2 oy2 JR2 ay2 
f ,2 O j f …12/3切、2, f r^ dw � dw, )dw , 
= 一 4 3 " ^ 丨 " 丨 2 " • 办 - 4 2"2丨"丨2(。2办 _ 义 产 ‘ +、威yh^， 
= / [ \Vw\V,dy - [ 2y,\y\'A'dy 
jRl JKI JRl oy2 
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On the other hand, we have 
= u 魏苦， 
L 謹 喊 ， = 聲 办 “ 
= - f 2F{w)\y\%dy- [ 2F{w)yldy. 
Jnl JkI 
Combining all together, we obtain 
U 争 、 々 《 i , 
=L 2协丨"丨'(Si)'办+L 2 歸 2當 g 办 + 1 2 动办 + 1 
+ + + + 
(5.10) 
Lemma 5.2 follows from the following identity: 
[mw)-\Vw\'-w']yidy = -2 [ { ^ 施 . (5.11) 
JB.1 JRl 办 2 
The proof of (5.11) is similar to that of (5.10): multiplying both sides of (5.6) 
by y2§^ and integrating over R^., we obtain 
/ y � # � w d y - / y t ^ w d y + / y i ^ f i w ) d y = 0. (5.12) 
JRl oy2 7r2 oy2 7R2 oy2 
Note that 
LHS of (5.12) 
= - 4 4 讼 £ ) 、 - U 知 ； 勞 + A — i , 4 輪 
= - [ 4 必 办 + [ 2\Vw\Y2dy+ f 2w\jldy - [ 4F{w)yldy 
JyC'^ 办 2 Jri JkI Jri 
=RHS of (5.12) = 0 
yielding (5.11). • 
Chapter 6 
The Asymptotic Behavior of u^  
and Je [ue 
Let u, be a single boundary spike solution of (1.1) and P^  be its local maximum 
point. In this section, we compute the energy of u^ . The key observation is that 
by using ib必 as our approximating function, we just need to expand u^  up to 
0{e^) for some r > Now, we choose | < r < 2. 
The iiiaiii result in this section is the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.1. For e sufficiently small, we have 
Ue = + (6.1) 
where satisfies 
队“一)+ f N f + \cl>,\')dx < a (6.2) 
Let us first assume that Theorem 6.1 holds. We then have 
Lemma 6.1. For e sufficiently small, we have 
= (6.3) 
35 
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Proof: Note that both ib讽 and satisfy the Neumann boundary condition. 
So we have 
=M^P.] + f jj/ViiJ …(k + - f(we,pMdx 
J 
— / + - F ( 也 ’ 巧 ） - -
By Theorem 6.1, the last two terms are Now, we consider that 
Jn 
which finishes the proof of Lemma 6.1. • 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.1. The key step is the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.2. For e sufficiently small, we have 
< C. (6.4) 
Proof: Recall 
S,[u] 二 e2A^i-w + /M， 
Substituting u乞=w^ p^  + e^ cj)^  into the equation 
e^Au-u + f{u) = 0， 
we see that 4>c satisfies 
< (6.5) 
^ = 0 on dn, 
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where 
By Lemma 3.1, [也’尸」=O(e )^, we have 
On the other hand, by mean-value theorem, we get 
Thus, 
Now, we can prove Lemma 6.2. 
Suppose not. That is, there exists a sequence Ck — 0 such that H^ e^  ||£,00(^ 2)— 
+00. For simplicity, we still denote e^  as e. Set 
Me = ||0e||L~(?!) — +00. 
Let = where 
x^  G n. Without loss of generality, we may assume that x^  is a maximum 
point of We proceed in two claims. 
Claim 1: < C. 
In fact, suppose not. That is ^ ^ ^ +00. Then 
—1 + f'{we,pAxe)) < - i for € Small. 
Since 尝 = 0 ， b y the Hopf boundary Lemma, it is impossible to have x^  E dQ. 
Thus, Xe G n, which implies that 
< 0. 
FYom (6.5), we deduce that 
(1 - + o( l )M, + O(er-i) < 0 
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and hence M^ is bounded. This gives a contradiction and the proof of Claim 1 is 
completed. 
Let 
M y ) = ^ x ( ^ - P e l y = T,(x). (6.6) 
Claim 2: — 0 in。/。讽）as e — 0. 
In fact，from the equation for we see that as € —> 0, which satisfies 
A0O - 0 0 + f'(w)$o = 0, |?�| < 1 in Kl, 
八 (6.7) 
、 鑑 = 0 on dRl. 
By the nondegeneracy of w, there exists a constant ai such that 
-7 dw 
00 = a i - ^ . 
oyi 
On the other hand, we know that 
尸e) = 0. 
Hence, we have 
0 = 
=O(e') + - eva _ e'(v2 + — + ⑷X) + 广丄风•奶?“0) 
=0(e2) + 广 i M e V � 0 ) . 
(Note that = •没！^；之⑴)=0.) Thus, we have Vy!基(0) — 0 which shows 
that = 0. This implies that 
and Gi = 0. This proves Claim 2. 
Lemma 6.2 now follows from Claim 1 and Claim 2: let y^  = , then by 
Claim 1, we have < C. So we may assume that /^e — 2/o as e — 0. Since 
(peiVc) = 1, we have 0o(2/o) = 1 which contradicts Claim 2. • 
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Proof of Theorem 6.1: Theorem 6.1 now follows from Lemma 6.2. In fact, 
multiplying (6.5) by 小芒 and integrating over we obtain 
/ \Vcj>,\'dx+ f |0“2& 
J f i J n 
= f f{w,,p)(l>edx - f + [ 
J n J n J n 
< Ce^ + o { l ) [ 
Jn 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 6.1. • 
Chapter 7 
The Proofs Of Theorem 1.1, 
Theorem 1.2 And Corollary 1.1 
Theorem 1.1 follows from Lemma 6.1, Lemma 5.3 and Proposition 4.1. 
To prove Theorem 1.2，we follow the proof of Theorem 1.1: first we note that 
• 5 e [ f > ’ � ; ] = + 0 ( e - ( 7 . 1 ) 
j=i j=i 
for some > 0, since min的 |P/ - > 6. Then we decompose 
K 
乂 = X]也’ P/ +广么 
j=i 
and show that ||0e||L°°(n) < C. The rest of the proof is exactly the same. 
It remains to prove Corollary 1.1. 
Proof: Let u^  be a least energy solution of (1.1). By Theorem 1.1，we have 
Q 二 Je[We] 
= e " [ i / M + Ci6i/(Pe) + C2e\H(P,)f + + C35(P,)] + 0(e3)]. 
(7.2) 
On the other hand, let 
m = t > 0 (7.3) 
40 
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By Lemma 3.1 of [28], we have 
Ce < (7.4) 
By assumption (f3) (see(3.16) of [28]), there exists a unique t = te,p such that 
= 0 (3{t,,p) = maxt>oP(t). 
Note that 
"'(1) = [ + - f{w,,p)w,^ p]dx 
Jn 
Jn 
Similar to (3.16) of [28], one can show that 
ie’尸二 l + 0(e2). (7.5) 
Then 
P { t . , p ) = /?(l) + � ' W ( t e ’ p - l ) + 0(e"|ie ’p-l|2) 
二 /^ (l) + C)(e"+4) 
which implies that 
Ce < maXi>o/3�=Jelte,P'We,p] = [w^ e.p] + 
< - C:eH{P,) + C2e'(H(P,)r + e'lP(H(P,)) + c,S(P,)] + 0(6^)} 
(7.6) 
for any P G dO,. 
Now, we take P = Qq such that 
H{Qo) = max H(P), S{Qo) = max{S{Q) : Q G HiQ) = maxH(P)}(7.7) 
Comparing (7.6) with (7.2), we arrive at 
-c,H{Qo) - C2e{H(Qo)f 一 e'lP{H{Qo)) + c,S{Qo)] + 0(^2) 
< -CiH{P,) - C2e{H(Pe)f - e'[P(H{P,)) + c,S{P,)] + o{e'). 
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Since Ci > 0, C3 < 0,(the sign of C2 and the A[s are not important), we conclude 
that 
H{P,) max H(P) SiP,) max SiQ) 
Pedn Qedn,H{Q)= max^H{P) 
as e —> 0. 
This finishes the proof of Corollary 1.1. • 
Appendix 
Appendix A: Proof of Proposition 2.1 
To prove Proposition 2.1，we recall a lemma in [40]. 
Lemma A: (Lemma 2.1 of [40]-) Let u be a solution of 
du — u + f = 0 inn 
(7.8) 
g 二 0 on on 
Assume that f^ < Ce^ and /如 < then 
e-N f {e'\Vuf + \uf)dx<C. (7.9) 
J n 
We first compute the equation for 屯尸： 
- e2A A 尸 + 
= ^ [e^Ax {evix + e'^(v2 + + + vs)^} _ {evix + e'^iv2 + V3)x + + 
1 � � A I // ^ H � /,/ sdVl ‘ 
= ^ U八“仍 + ( 印 1)1 ‘ ( 印 — (印 1 ) ‘ 一 " i j X 
卜 + -糊等-补- — X 
[ A - + ( 彻 ) | 2 结 - ⑷ 綠 - … 彻 ) £ -仍]乂 
+一 [A…+ - V �5 k - V � £ - ^ 乂 
+一 h 诉 + I 外 - 彻 為 2 -印、龟 -+ + 
43 
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- + + 1 - V � - � “ � g ] X 
O�n � , M d^ V2 � / M 加 2 / � / … 2 2 炉例 
2 r “ /A�加3 « �� 彻3 //' r dvi 2 炉巧 1 
+ | p ' ( “ g 一 V ⑷ I J ^ 一 X + 丑“X) 
- ^ [(|p'(q/i)|2 - 视 J j 一 2 一 力 ) - P " { 0 ) e y , — 必 為 
+ e ( p � ( 0 ) i � ( q / i ) + p " ' ( 0 ) q / i ) g j x 
窘 + 2 { m e y , - 彻 ) ) 為 + 咖〃(•) _ X 
( 彻 + 2 ( " 〃 ( 一 力 — " ' ⑷ ) 為 + 奶 。 ) — , , ⑷ X 
+ 今 ' ( 彻 - V �I J ^ — p � i ) g ] X + 丑e(X) 
= 人 ⑷ ’ 
where E^ denotes all the terms involving derivatives of x. 
Since \vi\, \v2\, It's!, |t'4|, l^ s^l < Ce""'^' for some positive constant a, we have 
/e G and f^ ^ f^ < C. On the other hand, for x e dQ, it holds that 
产 e ’ P 二 丄 — c例”IX) _ _ _ ( 3 列附 ) _ ^S^fex)" 
dv e^ du du du dv du du ‘ 
Using (2.6), we have for x e uji, 
¥ = M ( i + � A Q ) ) 2 | 5 ^ + O ( — 2 . (7.10) 
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Using (2.2) and (2.8) , we have the following 
VI + (p,)2 8hf ,p o (X-P) 
= VI + (p')2 W-f OV OV 
= 
W'(X - p) EYIP'(EYl) - p(EYl) 
E Elx-PI 
= W'I~r!) [~pll(O)Y~ + ~plll (O)y~ + ~ p(4) (O)Yt ] 
+.::. (pll(O)) 3 (W'(IYI))' yr + O(h-aIY1 ), 
16 lyl lyl 
VI + (p')2 8Vl 
= 
~ [P'(EY ) OV! + w'(IY!) ~pll(0)y2 + (p'(EY ))2 W'(ly!) ~pll(O) 2] 
OV E 1 0Yl lyl 2 1 1 lyl 2 Yl' 
VI + (p')2 OV2 1 [ , ( ) OV2 11 () OV! (' ( ))2 11 () OV!] 
= - P EYl 8 - P 0 Yl 8 - P EYl P 0 Yl 8 ' 8v E Yl Yl Yl 
VI + (p')2 OV3 
= 
~ [ , ( ) OV3 + ~ w' (IY!) pili (0)y3 + (p' (EY ))2 ~ w' (lyl) "'(0) 3] 
8v E P EYl 0Yl 3 IYI 1 1 3 lyl P Yl, 
VI + (p')2 OV4 
ov 
- P (EYl)- - - - (p (EYl)) -1 [ , OV4 OV4 , 20V4] 
E 0Yl 0Y2 0Y2 
~ [_ w' (lyl) y4[~(P" (0))3 _ ~p(4)(0)1 _ p" (O)Yl OV2 
E IYI 1 2 8 0Yl 
+~ ( "(0) r (w'(lYI))' yr + O(Ee-aIY1 )] 
16 P lyl lyl ' 
VI + (p')2 8v5 1 [ , ( ) oVs oVs (' ( ) lOVS] = - P EYl - - - - P EYl -8v E 0Yl 0Y2 0Y2 
= 
~ [_pll(O)Yl OV3 _ ~plll(O)YiOV! + O(Ee-aIY1)]. 
E 0Yl 2 0Yl 
Hence, we get 
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="e(aO’ 
where again E^{x) denotes all the terms involving derivatives of x. This implies 
that g, < Ce-aM. Therefore, 
e ^ < Ce-I^l. 
ov 一 
Let 齿e’尸(2；) = ^^e’_p(z)’ where x = P + ez. Then，l^ e’尸(么）satisfies the following 
equation: 
( 
A 盃 e ， 尸 - + /e = 0 in ne,P 
� % ^ 二 认 on 
where /e G 队’p") and e Li^ idVt^ p^) arid both the corresponding norms are 
bounded, independent of e. Proposition then follows from Lemma A. • 
Appendix B: Proof of Proposition 3.1 
We prove Proposition 3.1 in this appendix. 
We first compute the equation for : 
= - - - <l>ix" 
e J 
1「「 炉 。护 1 
= _ _ - - 印 � ( e饥 ) k — 2 嶋 ‘ + | P ' � + 丑众) 
= - e + 陶 丨 + 丑“力 
= / o 
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where E^ denotes all the terms involving derivatives of x- Since < Ce"'^'^' 
for some constants C, a > 0, we have G and f^ ^ ff dx < C. On the 
other hand, for a; G Wi, it holds that 
^ = (7.11) 
Note that 
= p " m + JAO)^/?]瓷X + E,{x) + 0(a， 
= i - (1 + ("⑷2))尝k + 丑e(X). 
Therefore, we have 
加 x/1 + {p'imW ( I 2 dyi 
- ⑷ 瓷 一（1 + ( 力 ⑶ + E M 
= T T r m W ' ^ [ 丨 - “ “ 称 “ ® — + 。 ( " ” 乂 + 力 ] 
= 9 e , 
where again 五e(X) denotes all the terms involving derivatives of x. This implies 
that g, < Therefore, 
dv _ 
The rest is exactly the same as in the proof of Proposition 2.1. • 
Appendix C: Proof of Lemma 4.1 
In this appendix, we prove Lemma 4.1. 
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By (2.6), equation (4.2) follows by using Taylor expansion: 
I一 1 
I S ( 卞 w 碎 - _ - + 拿 丨 ’ 
Observe that 
dA{\y\) = ^ ^ 
d W _ ’ 
d'A{\y\) 二 1 A"(\y\)场|) 
— 4 �W W ) , 
d'A{\y\) = 1 广 ( M ) A"(\y\) A'{\y\) 
— \y\' top 
Therefore, we have 
= . 1 ) + (丨-丨“丨2) + - • 丨 ¥ 丨 2 - M2)2 
二 洲 + I f (印〃(•)"& + ？ [ 臺 广 + ⑷ 
- f ) ( ? ( P � ( 0 ) )� �• + 一 [ 署 " � ( • ) , _ " • + > � ( 0 ) ) � ? " 2 ] ) 
- % + + O ( e ^ e - ) . 
Hence, we obtain (4.2). 
Next we prove (4.3): 
L [ 全 f ( 圣 + \(p"{0)m]dy 
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L y ^ ^ (0)) 
+ ， L 乂4) + Jp�W,(OtoD]办 
_ ^ 广 f r 1 o力"(M) < ^ ^ l M � “ � , n � � 3 6 3U 丄 iV+4� 
= / l + / 2 + / 3 + / 4 + /5 + / 6 + / 7 + 0(e 紹)， 
where and I-j are defined by the last equality. Note that 
h + h 
= 鬥 广 + + )'謂)2办22]办} 
二 T 隱 維 + U i ( T ) ' ( " � _ _ } 
, e料3 / A"(\y\) ., 
= i “ ( T - " " W ) ( " ( 0 ) ) " l " 2 办， 
"广⑴、3 f 6 A"i\y\) M M ) 、 如 
Tims, 
A + “ = 。 肩 3 二 • ( ， ) ' • * 
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Therefore, 
Jn e 
U 办 + g 4 ( " � ( � ) ) 3点 ( ， ) ' " “ + O ( e - ) 
二 e" / f ^ ^ v f d y 
JkI 2 7R2 ay2 
r .N+l r 
= 叫 A(y)dy - '—p"(0) / A{\y\)yldy, 
jRl 2 
f N+3 r 
⑷(0) L ^i\y\)ytdyi - 乂列2/丨)丨2/1丨5办1 + 料4). 
This finishes the proof of Lemma 4.1. • 
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